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Towards Zero Unplanned Downtime of 
Medical Imaging Systems using
Big Data



The founding fathers of Philips

Frederik Gerard Anton

Philips, a born innovator

For over 125 years, 
we have been 
improving people’s 
lives with a steady 
flow of ground-
breaking innovations



Economic realities are 
driving the need 
for new approaches in 
healthcare
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We are on a journey to 
transform Philips into a 
health technology leader
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Our solutions –
driving quality 
of care and 
productivity for 
our customers



Royal Philips in 2019

EUR 19.5 
billion sales

~80,000
employees in over 100 countries

4%
comparable 
sales growth

1 As measured by Interbrand

EUR 
1.9 billion
invested in R&D

64,500
patent rights 

39,000 
trademarks
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Philips MRI scanner
Ingenia 3.0T

4600 Kg

Superconducting magnet
cooled with liquid Helium

at –269.15 °C

millions of 
lines of code

Occupies 3 rooms:
Examination (this pic)

Operations
Technical
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Philips IGT Azurion

6+1 degrees 
of freedom

Occupies 2 rooms:
Examination (this pic)

and Technical





Philips Spectral CT IQon
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From reactive to proactive service
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Remote monitoring and 
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Design for reliability 
& predictability

Remote service 
infrastructure

Predictive models
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Knowledge 
management
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Strategic intent
Zero unplanned system downtime
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Using big data analytics for predictive maintenance

• Our medical devices collect lots of data about their functioning:

– Event and error logs

– Sensor data

• E.g. every day one MRI scanner logs:

– 1 million events

– 200,000 sensor readings

– Tens of thousands of other data elements

• Unfortunately, in many cases, logging was not designed for predictive maintenance

• Key challenges: integration of data sources and creation of predictive models
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Research challenges

• How to integrate very diverse data sources and automate the costly process of data 
provisioning and cleaning?

• How to create models that can help predicting failures and degradation of 
performance of individual devices?

• How to automatically recommend the best service actions from probabilistic 
information on possible failures?

• How to use these insights to:

– Plan maintenance (taking into account the overall costs and multiple devices)?

– Optimally manage spare parts supplies?
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Our approach

Large collection of historical data available in ONE database
• Event Logs, parameter values, system configuration, etc.
• Failure records / maintenance records / service work orders

For each use case (e.g. failure mode) one integrated team
• Business owner from the Service organization
• Data scientists
• Subject matter experts

The team develops
• Insights on the failure mode
• Predictive model with associated alert and service actions
• Additional output: input for R&D to improve the product



Historical
device log data

Relational 
databases

Data
integration

Data 
analysis

Alerts based on
predictive models

Value

Planned 
maintenance

Live
device log data



56 inch monitor

Converter, CuBe
and kVmA units

Flat detector, FDC board/ FD 
controller, flashlite unit, fiber 

optics and other related 
interconnections

Footswitch

GEO IPC, Host PC, 
IPPCs

GEO Module

HDDs

SIB BOX
Temperature Control Unit

Touch Screen Module

X-Ray Tube



dS Anterior coil

dS Breast 16ch adaptive 
coil

dS Shoulder 8ch coil

TFINT 
board

dS Head 32ch 
coil

Analog Coil Interface

Posterior coil and 
DCP integrated
into the patient 

support

LCC2 LCC2A LCC2B GC circuit GA circuit

LCC4 Secondary circuit

Temperature 
humidity sensor

AIBo

AM3

Water-cooled RF-amplifier 
AN8137

RF-amplifier S30

RF-amplifier S35

Gradient Amplifier 
Copley 271 & 281+

Patient Support Servo 
Amplifier

TR-Knee coil
dS Base dS

Head
dS Head-Neck

22 Nov 2018 Philips Confidential



Remote monitoring dashboard



Remote monitoring dashboard



Remote monitoring dashboard
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High-level architecture

Data Lake: raw data archive
(Isilon and IBM Spectrum Scale)

Remote Monitoring

Parallel Extract Transform Load (ETL)

Installed base

Philips Remote Service Network

Reliability
dashboards

R&D 
access

Remote Service

HSI
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Data integrated

• 500 TB in >300 tables

• 30 trillion data points

• >80 different data sources integrated for the complete connected installed 
base including CRM system, SAP, one factory, one repair shop

• 3-7 years of historical data

• 24/7 live data feeds
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Key aspects

• Simplicity of design: from scratch to production in 8 months

• Highly stable due to exhaustive error handling (millions of log files per week)

• Live-data pipeline and processing of large historical datasets

• All components have built-in monitoring capabilities

– Transparency builds trust

• Documentation of data sources and provenance of each data point:

– Data issues can be identified and fixed quickly

– Data can be trusted
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Analytics Solution Platforms

• Data science environment (Philips Private Cloud and Public Clouds)
– Years of historical data
– Interactive data exploration, human queries: highly variable load
– Training of machine learning algorithm
– Designed and optimized for rapid prototyping and the largest data volume

• Production environment (Philips Private, Public and Customers’ sites):
– Months of data
– Only optimized queries from applications: stable load
– Designed and optimized for low latency, throughput and reliability

• Development and staging environment  (Philips Private, Public and Customers’ sites):
– Similar to production
– Importance of elasticity
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Data-driven service innovation

• Data is used in every step of the process

• Business case creation: quantitative analysis of current situation and quantitative estimates of 
value creation 

• Maintenance optimization: prioritization of use cases based on measured or estimated business 
impact (Pareto analysis)

• Failure mode analysis (visualizations, Pareto) and reliability analysis

• Feature engineering

• Model training and validation with historical data

• Analysis and monitoring of the performance of diagnostic and predictive models

• Analysis of impact and value creation
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Data integration documentation

• Data model document: specifies how data is extracted and how it is stored in the data 
warehouse. It includes a definition of duplicate records and the query to check for duplicates.

• Data dictionary: explains each column in the data model from an SME perspective (definition and 
meaning, units of measure, range, expected values, raw value or calculated, etc.).

• ETL design document: explains how the ETL works, including the failure handling strategy (e.g. 
import all records or nothing vs. import valid records only) and duplicate avoidance strategy.

• All documents are reviewed and approved by subject-matter experts, data stakeholders, data 
scientists and a data architect.

• All documents are available to end-users of the data (links to the documents in a data warehouse 
table).



Philips remotely connected systems provide 
135 more hours of operational availability per 
year enabling you to treat more patients.

82%
First Time Right fix rate

135hours

more operational 
availability per year

14%
Less downtime

>35%
Remotely resolved 

cases

The ability to treat more patients

Philips offers the best service performance 
enabling you to treat more patients



Now we will have more uptime on the scanner and 
potentially be able to see more patients… It’s a new 
level of service for us, with a greater satisfaction.”

David McCafferty, Superintendent Radiographer, New Stobhill Hospital, 
Glasgow

Remote service provides us with an engineer online 
all the time. They tell us when we’ve got a fault 
before we know we’ve got a fault. And not only 
that, they can fix the fault before we knew we had a 
fault. And that’s impressive.”

Peter Sharpe, Chief Executive, Cobalt Imaging, Cheltenham, Gloucester

Customer 
Testimonials




